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Jean Simmons 2022-06-08
arriving in hollywood in 1950 to launch her american film career jean
simmons 1929 2010 had already appeared in 18 british films and was best
known for her portrayal of ophelia in laurence olivier s hamlet she soon
became a favorite female face working with some of filmmaking s greats
and acted opposite many hollywood a listers two of her most popular
films guys and dolls 1955 and spartacus 1960 were international box
office hits and in her seven decades long career she collected numerous
awards and honors including a golden globe an emmy and two oscar
nominations as best actress despite the accomplishments and accolades
radiant beauty and stunning versatility simmons is considered by many to
be an underrated artist too often handed more comfortable leading female
roles than those that could ve elevated her to the level of super
stardom experienced by some of her peers this the first full length
biography of simmons fills a gap in film and performing arts studies and
includes extensive notes and photographs

Virginia Beach Sun-news; Sept., 1953 2021-09-10
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important
and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this
work is in the public domain in the united states of america and
possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and
distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that
this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public to ensure a quality reading experience
this work has been proofread and republished using a format that
seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy
to read typeface we appreciate your support of the preservation process
and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge
alive and relevant

Keeping the Dream Alive 1997
despite this the party slowly recovered led by a core of dedicated
activists and employing an array of strategies including the much
publicized transformation of the ccf into the ndp in the early 1960s



Empire Films and the Crisis of Colonialism,
1946–1959 2015-05-15
the first transnational history of cinema s role in decolonization using
popular cinema from the united states britain and france empire films
and the crisis of colonialism 1946 1959 examines postwar western
attitudes toward colonialism and race relations historians have written
much about the high politics of decolonization but little about what
ordinary citizens thought about losing their empires popular cinema
provided the main source of images of the colonies and according to jon
cowans in this far reaching book films depicting the excesses of empire
helped westerners come to terms with decolonization and even promoted
the dismantling of colonialism around the globe examining more than one
hundred british french and american films from the post world war ii era
cowans concentrates on movies that depict interactions between white
colonizers and nonwhite colonial subjects including sexual and romantic
relations although certain conservative films eagerly supported
colonialism cowans argues that the more numerous liberal colonialist
productions undermined support for key aspects of colonial rule while a
few more provocative films openly favored anticolonial movements and
urged internal decolonization for people of color in britain france and
the united states combining new archival research on the films
production with sharp analysis of their imagery and political messages
the book also assesses their reception through box office figures and
newspaper reviews it examines both high profile and lesser known films
on overseas colonialism including the king and i bhowani junction and
island in the sun and tackles treatments of miscegenation and internal
colonialism that appeared in westerns and american films like pinky and
giant the first truly transnational history of cinema s role in
decolonization this powerful book weaves a unified historical narrative
out of the experiences of three colonial powers in diverse geographic
settings

An Indexed Bibliography of the Tennessee Valley
Authority 1951
in the spring of 1954 after eight years of bitter fighting the war in
vietnam between the french and the communist led vietminh came to a head
with french forces reeling the united states planned to intervene
militarily to shore up the anti communist position turning to its allies
for support first and foremost great britain the us administration of
dwight d eisenhower sought to create what secretary of state john foster



dulles called a united action coalition in the event winston churchill s
conservative government refused to back the plan fearing that us led
intervention could trigger a wider war in which the united kingdom would
be the first target for soviet nuclear attack the british foreign
secretary anthony eden was determined to act as indochina peacemaker
even at the cost of damage to the anglo american special relationship in
this important study kevin ruane and matthew jones revisit a cold war
episode in which british diplomacy played a vital role in settling a
crucial question of international war and peace eden s diplomatic
triumph at the 1954 geneva conference on indochina is often overshadowed
by the 1956 suez crisis which led to his political downfall this book
however recalls an earlier eden a skilled and experienced international
diplomatist at the height of his powers who may well have prevented a
localised cold war crisis escalating into a general third world war

Indexed Bibliography of the Tennessee Valley
Authority, Cumulative Supplement 1955
lear does lear walk thus speak thus who is it that can tell me who i am
centuries of critics and actors have tried to tell but lear s identity
and the meaning of his action in the play are still touched with enigma
this book seeks shakespeare s intentions in king lear in new ways it
explores major interpretations of distinguished actors and directors as
well as of critics from england the united states france belgium japan
sweden norway germany italy the soviet union czechoslovakia romania
hungary bulgaria and poland is the play unsuited for the stage as
charles lamb and others have declared how in fact has it been staged and
how visualized by critics is lear designed to be a frail and aging old
man a powerful image of authority mad or senile to begin with a kindly
old father everyman all of these none does the play end with redemption
unmitigated despair is it christian pagan mr rosenberg confronts these
and other questions from the base of his study and personal experience
of the play to deepen the theatrical side of that experience he began as
he did in his the masks of othello with an involvement in the staged
play he directed and acted in othello and he followed a production of
king lear through two months of rehearsal and performance one by product
of this intense participation was a discovery of some special qualities
in the language of the play to achieve a better understanding of these
qualities mr rosenberg put lear s vocabulary through a computer and
established a concordance of every word both for the play as a whole and
for each character interesting structural elements in shakespeare s
language become apparent recognizing the difficulty for a critic of
responding afresh to shakespeare s craftsmanship in characterization and



in arousing expectation mr rosenberg also arranged to expose the play to
spectators who had never seen or read it the response of this naive
audience after attending performances was curious and illuminating the
author believes that any critical approach must be used that will
increase our understanding of shakespeare s work book jacket title
summary field provided by blackwell north america inc all rights
reserved

Anthony Eden, Anglo-American Relations and the
1954 Indochina Crisis 2019-07-25
the instant new york times bestseller a dazzling biography of three of
the most glamorous women of the 20th century jacqueline bouvier kennedy
onassis her mother janet lee auchincloss and her sister princess lee
radziwill do you know what the secret to happily ever after is janet
bouvier auchincloss would ask her daughters jackie and lee during their
tea time money and power she would say it was a lesson neither would
ever forget they followed in their mother s footsteps after her
marriages to the philandering socialite black jack bouvier and the
fabulously rich standard oil heir hugh d auchincloss jacqueline bouvier
would marry john f kennedy and the story of their marriage is legendary
as is the story of her second marriage to greek shipping magnate
aristotle onassis less well known is the story of her love affair with a
world renowned architect and a british peer her sister lee had liaisons
with one and possibly both of jackie s husbands in addition to her own
three marriages to an illegitimate royal a polish prince and a hollywood
director if the bouvier women personified beauty style and fashion it
was their lust for money and status that drove them to seek out powerful
men no matter what the cost to themselves or to those they stepped on in
their ruthless climb to the top based on hundreds of new interviews with
friends and family of the bouviers among them their own half brother as
well as letters and journals j randy taraborrelli s book paints an
extraordinary psychological portrait of two famous sisters and their
ferociously ambitious mother

The Masks of King Lear 1992
this book offers some comprehensive answers to difficult complex and
controversial questions on the topic of medicine murder



Jackie, Janet & Lee 2018-01-30
if you were only white explores the legacy of one of the most
exceptional athletes ever an entertainer extraordinaire a daring showman
and crowd pleaser a wizard with a baseball whose artistry and antics on
the mound brought fans out in the thousands to ballparks across the
country leroy satchel paige was arguably one of the world s greatest
pitchers and a premier star of negro leagues baseball but in this
biography donald spivey reveals paige to have been much more than just a
blazing fastball pitcher spivey follows paige from his birth in alabama
in 1906 to his death in kansas city in 1982 detailing the challenges
paige faced battling the color line in america and recounting his tests
and triumphs in baseball he also opens up paige s private life during
and after his playing days introducing readers to the man who extended
his social cultural and political reach beyond the limitations
associated with his humble background and upbringing this other paige
was a gifted public speaker a talented musician and singer an excellent
cook and a passionate outdoorsman among other things paige s life
intertwined with many of the most important issues of the times in u s
and african american history including the continuation of the new negro
movement and the struggle for civil rights spivey incorporates
interviews with former teammates conducted over twelve years as well as
exclusive interviews with paige s son robert daughter pamela ted double
duty radcliffe and john buck o neil to tell the story of a pioneer who
helped transform america through the nation s favorite pastime
maintaining an image somewhere between joe louis s public humility and
the flamboyant aggression of jack johnson paige pushed the boundaries of
segregation and bridged the racial divide with stellar pitching packaged
with slapstick humor he entertained as he played to win and saw no
contradiction in doing so game after game his performance refuted the
lie that black baseball was inferior to white baseball his was a
contribution to civil rights of a different kind his speeches and
demonstrations expressed through his performance on the mound

Medicine Murder in Colonial Lesotho 2019-08-06
the birmingham black barons were a nationally known team in baseball s
negro leagues from 1920 through 1962 among its storied players were hall
of famers satchel paige willie mays and mule suttles the black barons
played in the final negro leagues world series in 1948 and were a major
drawing card when barnstorming throughout the united states and parts of
canada this book chronicles the team s history and presents the only
comprehensive roster of the hundreds of men who wore the black barons



uniform

If You Were Only White 2012-05-27
known as the salad bowl of the world california s salinas valley became
an agricultural empire due to the toil of diverse farmworkers including
latinos a sweeping critical history of how mexican americans and mexican
immigrants organized for their rights in the decades leading up to the
seminal strikes led by cesar chavez this important work also looks
closely at how different groups of mexicans u s born bracero and
undocumented confronted and interacted with one another during this
period an incisive study of labor migration race gender citizenship and
class lori flores s first book offers crucial insights for today s ever
growing u s latino demographic the farmworker rights movement and future
immigration policy

Black Baseball's Last Team Standing 2019-07-23
originally published in 2003 justice and violence brings together a
fascinating and varied volume that focuses on the ethics of both
political violence and pacifism incorporating historical geopolitical
and cultural case studies it takes a unique look at comparative analyses
of these two phenomena and contending world views the volume is a must
read for political scientists ethicists historians sociologists
anthropologists and policy analysts as we move deeper into the twenty
first century the contradictory and conflicting forces of globalization
and cultural fragmentation make it increasingly crucial to give serious
consideration to the issues raised here

Grounds for Dreaming 2016-01-05
say hello to the world s only undefeated heavyweight champion a guy
called rocky marciano who defied physical limitations he s too small too
short too light too old with just a 67 inch reach two left feet and
under six feet tall tough hard hitting marciano blasted his way to 49
wins 43 inside the distance he was impervious to pain you could knock
him down but you couldn t knock him out marciano ko d jersey joe walcott
in a 1952 thriller to become world champion defending his title five
times he brought the million dollar gate back to boxing in 1955 when he
crushed archie moore in his final fight he then criss crossed america
making public appearances for cash only he built a network of friends
businessmen and mob guys who willingly paid his way fed him dressed him
and flew him around and that s how he died hitching a ride in a plane



that crashed in an iowa cornfield in 1969 on the eve of his 46th
birthday his mantra was if you want to live a full life then live
dangerously rocky did that all right

Justice and Violence 2019-06-04
this in depth treatment of the organization and operation of the all
american girls professional baseball league draws on primary documents
from league owner arthur meyerhoff and others for a unique perspective
inside the aagpbl the study begins with a brief history of women s
softball an important precursor to and talent pool for women s
professional baseball next the book investigates league administration
and organization as well as publicity and promotion later chapters cover
team administrative structures managers chaperones player backgrounds
and league policies finally discussion focuses on the activities of the
aagpbl players association from 1980 onward informed by many years of
research and insights from former players this exhaustive history
contains 149 photographs

Rocky Marciano 2018-05-01
ford frick is best known as the baseball commissioner who put the
asterisk next to roger maris s record but his tenure as commissioner
carried the game through pivotal changes television continued
integration west coast expansion and labor unrest during those 14 years
and 17 more as national league president he witnessed baseball history
from the perspective of a man who began as a sportswriter this biography
of frick whose tenure sparked lively debate about the commissioner s
role provides a detailed narrative of his career and the events and
characters of mid 20th century baseball

Technical News Bulletin 1952
in baseball injuries to players fall into two main categories overuse
and traumatic over 162 games repetitive pitching and batting motions and
the stress of base running can damage joints bones and soft tissues
making overuse injuries the most common traumatic injuries like beanings
sliding injuries and concussions while less frequent add to the dl list
each year this work explores the various types of injuries in baseball
and provides case studies of individual player injuries to demonstrate
the cause of injuries the different treatment options and the effect of
injuries on a player s career throughout discussions show the link
between injuries and innovations in the game like the batting helmet and



padded outfield walls and innovations in medicine such as tommy john
surgery

Technical News Bulletin 1954
one of the most prolific scouts in baseball history joe cambria almost
single handedly saved the washington senators from ruin signing a stream
of young players from cuba as many as 20 per season for three decades he
fed the team affordable talent and kept them competitive during world
war ii when many front liners went to the front lines cambria subverted
baseball s color line years before jackie robinson broke it signing
light skinned cubans many of african descent who could pass in the all
white major leagues this first ever biography traces his memorable
career including the shady hiring practices and flamboyant deals that
drew rulings from the bench of kenesaw mountain landis

Technical News Bulletin of the National Bureau
of Standards 1951
in the wake of the 1919 white sox scandal and the suspension for life of
eight players baseball saw a precipitous decline in popularity
especially among america s youth to combat this a group of world war i
veterans who were members of the newly formed american legion created an
organization to promote teenage interest in baseball led by john l
griffith who became the first commissioner of the big ten conference the
legion undertook the revival of baseball in the 1920s and through the
great depression and world war ii legion baseball grew steadily by 1950
it had become the principal training ground for major league players
boasting at its peak more than 16 000 teams across the country tracing
the long history of this uniquely american institution this work details
each year s american legion world series and the ups and downs of
participation over nearly a century

The Origins and History of the All-American
Girls Professional Baseball League 2015-05-07
when ernie banks passed away in 2015 he was regarded as one of the most
beloved men in baseball history making his start as a shortstop with the
kansas city monarchs in the negro leagues as a teenager banks went on to
become the first african american to play for the chicago cubs known
affectionately as mr cub he brought exceptional talent and boundless
optimism to the game of baseball earning him a presidential medal of



freedom and a place in the hall of fame in let s play two the life and
times of ernie banks doug wilson explores the life of one of baseball s
most immortal figures from his humble beginnings as a young boy living
in the segregated south to his last few years and the public battles
over his remains and will drawing on interviews of those close to banks
from all stages of his life wilson presents a portrait of the baseball
player not just as an athlete but also as a complex man with ambitious
goals and hidden pains ernie banks s enthusiasm and skill transcended
issues of race and helped him to become one of the most highly regarded
men in baseball offering details that have never before been printed
this book discusses banks s athletic prowess as well as the legacy he
left behind let s play two is the essential ernie banks biography for
sports fans and historians alike

Frick* 2016-11-18
starting as a grassroots organizer in the 1950s vicente ximenes was at
the forefront of the mexican american civil rights movement for decades
becoming a high ranking appointee in lyndon johnson s great society
michelle hall kells provides a rhetorical history of his career as an
activist

Baseball Injuries 2013-03-21
the 1950s was a decade of international economic recovery in the united
states and most of western europe after the disasters of world war ii
there was just one exception the irish economy actually contracted in
those years and over four hundred thousand people out of a population of
fewer than three million emigrated tom garvin s survey of the 1950s is
based largely on a close reading of contemporary newspaper reports and
analyses this darkest decade of the irish state was brought about by an
aging government that overstayed its welcome and an ideology of rural
frugality that was supported by an under developed educational system
and the overweening power of the catholic church garvin also traces the
rise of the generation that broke this consensus and carried ireland
into the free trade boom of the 1960s

Joe Cambria 2023-03-24
using recently declassified sources this book provides the first
detailed analysis of british and american propaganda targeting the
countries of the middle east during the years of increasing
international tension and regional instability immediately following the



end of the second world war considering british and american propaganda
within the framework of the cold war crusade against communism and the
soviet union and the developing confrontations between arab nationalism
and the west the book investigates the central questions of anglo
american partnership and rivalry in the period when primary
responsibility for policing the middle east passed from one to the other

American Legion Baseball 2021-11-22
this volume provides a new study on the co operative movement s
engagement with film for educational cultural and publicity purposes it
provides insights into the political and commercial use of cinema in the
20th century and significantly extends our understanding of the
achievements of workers cinema in britain

Let's Play Two 2019-02-15
chronicles the life of american ballet choreographer jerome robbins
discussing his career and private life his russian jewish heritage and
his impact on dance and theater

Vicente Ximenes, LBJ's Great Society, and
Mexican American Civil Rights Rhetoric 2018
the book examines the evolution and current significance of the parading
tradition in ireland since 1995 confrontations over parades have existed
side by side with the northern ireland peace process the most bitter of
these have occurred over the drumcree church parade at portadown and the
relief of derry parades using a range of historical and anthropological
perspectives the book traces the parading tradition from the seventeenth
century to the present

Ireland in the 1950s: News From A New Republic
2011-09-02
ira aten was the epitome of a frontier lawman he enrolled in company d
of the texas rangers during the transition from indian fighters to peace
officers the years ira spent as a ranger were packed with adventure
border troubles shoot outs major crimes and manhunts aten s role in
these events earned him a spot in the ranger hall of fame



The Failure of American and British Propaganda
in the Arab Middle East, 1945–1957 2005-11-29
publisher description

The British Consumer Co-operative Movement and
Film, 1890s-1960s 2005-09-03
a lively history of the most majestic ships to ever ply the great lakes
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